Consultation in the field of:
Animal behaviour ‐ Psyche

The initial situation:
First appointment on 02.09.2009
Mrs. E. M. explained to us that since a few days ago, she
had taken into her house a small cat from her brother‐in‐law’s farm. The cat is
currently approx. 10 weeks old and such a “live wire” that the whole family is
well‐disposed towards it and wants to make it feel at home.
During the first few days everything went quite well, although “Silvester” then
became increasingly more aggressive and intractable. He also refused to use
his cat‐litter tray, and instead repeatedly sought out a secluded corner to “do
his business”. She was looking for active support in integrating the cat into the
family.

Our task:
1) Improvement of the psychic balance
2) Integration into the family
3) Normal behaviour in accordance with age
These criteria were taken into account in the compilation of the
HealingSheet,* incl. a manual selection of the Bach blossom “Rescue”.

*

The QUANTEC® HealingSheet is a therapy program that contains all affirmations and remedies that are
broadcasted to the client or the target. The HealingSheet is the result of an automated scan performed by
QUANTEC®.
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The resulting HealingSheet was set for transmission for
two weeks.

Changes during this time:
During the first few days, Silvester calmed down and
became much more tractable, and his aggression also
abated very quickly.
After one week, more normal behaviour according to age set in. He is still very
agile and playful, just as he should be and is natural. The independent use of
the cat‐litter tray was the greatest relief for the family. Harmony has therefore
been restored, and the new member of the family fully integrated.
Everyone is thrilled and relieved.

We wish you continued fun and enjoyment.
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